
CHAPTER 15 

A NUMERICAL MODEL FOR REFRACTION COMPUTATION OF IRREGULAR 
WAVES DUE TO TIME-VARYING CURRENTS AND WATER DEPTH 

Masataka Yamaguchi' and Yoshio Hatada^ 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents two models for current-depth re- 
fraction of directional spectra due to time-varying cur- 
rents and water depth, in which a piecewise ray method 
and a full ray method are used for numerical computa- 
tions respectively. The results computed by the piecewise 
ray model in the cases of time-varying one-dimensional 
and two-dimensional currents are in reasonable agreement 
with those by the full ray model, which gives the almost 
exact solution in the case of linear current and water 
depth variations, except for a slight difference during 
the phase of strong opposing currents.  The computations 
indicate that time-dependency of currents gives rise to a 
phase difference between wave height and current varia- 
tions, and reduction in the amplification effect of di- 
rectional spectrum due to opposing currents in compari- 
son with steady current case. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is empirically known that waves are greatly ampli- 
fied by the presence of strong opposing currents and that 
waves affected by tidal currents vary regularly with a 
pseudo-period of tidal currents (Vincent, 1979).  As an 
example, Fig. 1 describes the time variation of signifi- 
cant waves observed at Naruto Strait which is located be- 
tween Shikoku Island and Awaji Island.  Naruto Strait is 
very famous for strong tidal currents and tide-induced 
large scale vortices.  The investigation of such a phe- 
nomenon which might be caused by wave-current interac- 
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tion, and the estab- 
lishment of the evalu- 
ation method are of 
great importance for 
mitigation of coastal 
hazard, design of mari- 
time structures, ship 
operation and so on. 

Fig. 2 is a classi- 
fication of the exist- 
ing current-depth ref- 
raction models for ir- 
regular waves. The 
previous models assume 
time-independent fields 
for currents and water 
depth.  Recently, Yama- 
guchi et al.(1988) and 
Tolman(1988) proposed 
numerical models appli- 
cable to the refraction 
computation of irregu- 
lar waves with time- 
varying currents and 
water depth. The former 
model is a generaliza- 
tion of the time-inde- 
pendent model by 
Mathiesen (1984) and 
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Fig. 1 Naruto Strait, and ob- 
served tidal currents 
and significant waves. 
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Fig. 2 A classification of current-depth refraction 
models for irregular waves. 
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Brink-Kjaer(1984) using a full ray method hereafter re- 
ferred to as point model or full ray model, and the lat- 
ter model is an extension of the time-independent model 
by Sakai et al.(1983) based on a finite difference method 
to a time-dependent model.  Yamaguchi et al.(1989) also 
developed another numerical model for the refraction com- 
putation of directional spectra due to time-varying cur- 
rents and water depth, which is a generalization of the 
authors' model(1985) based on a piecewise ray method 
hereafter referred to as grid model or piecewise ray 
model. 

The aim of this study is to present two models for the 
time-dependent current-depth refraction of irregular 
waves developed by the authors and some examples of the 
numerical computation based on both models.  First, the 
computation methods used in the models are explained in 
detail.  Next, the models are applied to the computation 
of wave refraction caused by time-varying one-dimensional 
and two-dimensional model currents on a uniformly sloping 
beach.  The accuracy of the piecewise ray model is inves- 
tigated in comparison with the results based on the full 
ray model.  The effect of time-dependency of currents and 
water depth on wave transformation is also examined from 
the comparison with the results for steady current case. 

2. MODEL DESCRIPTIONS 

(1) Basic Equations 
The basic equations used in the model are the conser- 

vation equation for wave action density spectrum N(k) de- 
fined by the ratio of wave number spectrum E(k) to in- 
trinsic angular frequency <r» , 

{ dkx dN(k)  | dks 3N(k) 
dt    dkx      dt    dky 11 ) 

a set of equations for wave number vector components kx 
and ky, 

okx . , „ „ , ,., OKx  . , „      .  „ , T,\ oKx 
-~-+(C0cos 8+ (/)-^-+(C,sm 0+ V)-Qjj- 

gk'sech'kh dh    .   3U    .   dV 
2 Om dX      Kx   dX       K" dX 

^+{C,cos6+U)~£+(Cgsm8+V)^ 

(2) 

gk' sech2 kh dh    ,   dU    ,   dV 
2a„       dy   Kx dy   K* dy {3) 
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the Doppler relation, 

cr-a-m+kxU + kyV  ,    am =Vgk tanh kh 

and the equation of absolute angular frequency a 

Jy+fC^cos 8+ U)~+(Cssin 8+ F)|| 

_gk2sech2kh dh    , dU    , 3F 
2<%   dl+Kx dt +Ky dt (5) 

where C„ is the group velocity of a component wave, 8 
the wave direction, k the wave number, kx=kcos8 ,   k„= 
ksin 8  , h the water depth, g the acceleration of gravity 
and (U,V) are the current components.  Eq. (2) to Eq. (5) 
are not mutually independent, as is clear from their der- 
ivation.  We choose the three equations,  Eq. (2) to Eq. 
(4) for their relative simplicity of computation. 

Eq. (1) means that even in the case of time-varying 
currents and water depth, the action spectrum for each 
wave component is conserved along the wave ray defined by 

|f=Ct,cos 8+U,    ^=Cssin8+V 

where the wave number components are computed from 

dkx_    gk2sech2kh dh__, dU    • 3V. 
~dT~ 2 am dx    Kx dx    Ky dx 

(6) 

(7) 

dky_    gk2seen2kh dh    ,. dU    •   dV_ 
-W—      ZaM       dy   Kx dy   K"dy 

(o ) 
Thus,   the   conservation  of   the   action   spectrum </>(£, 8 )   in 
frequency-direction  space   (f.,8)   is written  as 

<l>(f, 0)=l(Ca,+ IT, cos 0,+ K, sin 8,)/ 2 xkioj E(fu 8,) 

=\(C92+ U2 cos 82+ V2 sin &)/ 2 xfcaj £(/*, 82) 

=\(Cg+ Ucos8+V sin 8)11 nkam\£(/, 8) 

= *(/, 8)E(f, 8)=const. (9) 

where f is the absolute frequency, <S(f,<?) the amplifica- 
tion factor due to current-depth refraction,  E(f,#) is 
the directional spectrum, and subscripts '1' and '2' are 
used for denoting different time as well as different 
place.  This is the basic relationship used to compute 
current-depth refraction of directional spectrum. 

Wave statistics are obtained by the numerical integra- 
tion over wave direction and frequency using 

E(f)=f*E(f,8)d8,     e=£'E{f)df.       ft/,=4i/i", 

P f E{f,8) sin 8d8df 
JO      Jo _____^__ = 1.22 J'<•/ f° f2E(f)df ,    0=tan-'    J"rJ% - 

V      Jo /    /   E[f, i 
i  Jo    Jo 

T 
' ' ,8)cos ddddf (10) 
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where E(f) is the frequency spectrum, e  the total wave 
energy, H-] i•$   the significant wave height, T-| /•$   the signi- 
ficant wave period and 0  the mean wave direction. 

The input directional spectrum is given as 

EJLf,8)=EJLf)'DAf,0) (11) 

where D(f, 8  ) is the angular spreading function and sub- 
script '0' indicates the offshore boundary. The frequency 
spectrum and angular spreading function rely on the Bret- 
scneider-Mitsuyasu type spectrum and the Mitsuyasu type 
function respectively. They are expressed as 

£,(/)=0.257 HfhTTdTf/jr exp |-1.03 (T!%/ri (12) 

U,{J,0)-ni      r(2s+l)C0S        2 
Omaxw / Jop) j J ^Jof. 

(13) 
where S and Smax are the energy concentration factor and 
its maximum value, 6m  the. principal wave direction, r the 
gamma function, f op( =1/1 . 05T-|/3 ) the peak frequency, and 
superscript '(0)' denotes the offshore boundary as well 
as the above-mentioned subscript '01. 

(2) Numerical Methods 
a. Piecewise ray model: The basic idea in the numerical 

computation is to assume that the action spectrum of a 
component wave of interest at an inner point (x,y) at 
t-4t-time, (fiifr'At, 8lsM; x, y, I —At)  becomes the one at a grid 
point (i,j) at t-time, <p(fp, Bq\ i, j, t)   after propagation 
along a ray over time increment At,   where subscripts 
('r', 'p') and ('s', 'q') denote the frequency and direc- 
tion at different positions and times respectively, and 
the directional spectrum at a grid point (i,j) at t-time, 
E(fP, 8q; i, j, t)   can be evaluated using the action spectrum 
<f>(fe, 8q; i, j, t)   and the characteristics of a component wave, 
water depth and current components at the same grid point 
and time, (C», k',  oi, h\ U\ V') .     Time-variability and inhomo- 
geneity of current and water depth fields induce changes 
of not only wave direction but also absolute frequency of 
a component wave with its propagation. 

A piecewise ray method is used to obtain the horizon- 
tal distribution of wave characteristics.  The method 
consists of  two  steps.  The first step is to trace all 
wave ray components from the grid points backward by one 
time step At,   as shown in Fig. 3.  Each wave ray is fol- 
lowed by solving the equations of wave number vector com- 
ponents, Eqs. (2) and (3) with the Runge-Kutta method 
under initial values of wave number components at a 
starting grid point.  The initial values are estimated ' 
from iterative numerical solution of the Doppler relation, 
Eq. (5) under the given conditions of absolute frequency, 
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wave direction, water depth and 
current components.  It should 
be noted that there exist sets of 
cut-off direction and frequency 
where propagation of directional 
spectrum is blocked.  In the ray 
computation, input wave direction 
and current direction are re- 
versed, and current components 
and water depth at the ray tip 
are interpolated not only in 
space but also in time owing to 
their time-dependency. 

i      y   i+l 

t-At 

(f!-",0D 

(fp,8,) 

Fig. 3 Backward piece- 
wise ray trac- 
ing. 

The second step is to interpo 
late the action spectrum at the 
ray tip for the  wave direction 
and absolute frequency shifted 
due to refraction.  First, the 
Lagrange interpolation formula with third order accuracy 
is applied to the action spectra at the grid points sur- 
rounding the ray tip in order to estimate the action 
spectra for six sets of the prescribed input wave direc- 
tions and absolute frequencies, namely two input wave 
directions ( 8„ , 8n+l )   putting the refracted wave direction 
at the ray tip g*-*' between them, and three input frequen- 
cies (fm_-|, £mr   fm+1 ) putting the shifted absolute fre- 
quency at the ray tip f^"  among them.  The formula is 
given as 

7j) ip" j/>Lr,j«. = 2  2  ( II- 
v 1=1-1 J'i-1  k*l 

^)(n- 

r=(x-[x])/Ax , s=(y-[y])/Ajr (14) 

Second, the action spectrum at the ray tip for the re- 
fracted wave direction and the input frequency is obtain- 
ed by a linear interpolation over wave direction of the 
action spectra for the input wave directions estimated 
every input frequency as 

</>{/*, eli";x, y, t-Al)=</>(/*, 8n;x, y, t-At)+{</>(/*, &+1;x, y, t-At) 

-<*(/*, On;x,y, t-A t)\ • {6'S-
M-6„)/(8n+,-On)   (15) 

where k (=m-1, m, m+1) means the index of input frequen- 
cy.  Third, the action spectrum at the ray tip for re- 
fracted wave direction and frequency is estimated by use 
of parabolic interpolation of the log-transformed action 
spectra with respect to frequency as 

log #/$•«, 6'i";x,y,t-At)= a(log/V? + 6(log/?"")+ c n6) 

where a, b and c are the coefficients in a parabola curve 
determined from three sets of  { /*, ^(/*, 8'i"\x, y, I —At)  } . 
k=m—1, m,   m + 1  .  This procedure is required because the 
frequency of each wave component changes due to time-var- 
iation of currents and water depth. 
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xo, y°,t) 

Backward full ray 
tracing. 

b. Full ray model: The 
basic idea used in the model 
is the same as the one in the 
piecewise ray model.  The 
computation in the full ray 
model consists of two steps. 

The first step is to trace 
the wave ray of a component 
wave backward from a selected 
computation point to the grid 
boundary by the numerical in- 
tegration  of Eqs. (2) and (3) 
with the Runge-Kutta method, 
as illustrated in Fig. 4.       Fig. 
In the ray tracing, currents 
and water depth at the ray 
tip are interpolated from those at the grid points, tak- 
ing into account their space and time dependency. 

The second step is to estimate the action spectrum at 
grid boundary for frequency and direction shifted due to 
refraction at an arrival time of the ray, using input 
data for directional spectra.  It should be emphasized 
that the arrival time of each ray is different.  By iter- 
ating these procedures every direction and frequency, 
directional spectra at a certain time at the prescribed 
position can be computed. 

The full ray model can give the almost exact solution 
in a simple case of linear currents and uniformly sloping 
bottom, because errors associated with interpolation are 
negligibly small, but it is less advantageous for the 
evaluation of horizontal distribution of wave characte- 
ristics when compared to the piecewise ray model, as the 
computation is conducted separately and independently at 
each position. 

3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

(1) One-dimensional current case 
Fig. 5 shows the computation region with a grid spac- 

ing of Ax=4   km and a spatial distribution of sinusoidal- 
ly-varying unsteady one-dimensional linear currents with 
period of T=12 hours on a uniformly sloping beach of i= 
1/1000.  The currents are given by 

[7=0, V= 
•0.2O'-4)sin|(A:-l)^/6|;;^4 

0 ;;'<4 
(17) 
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Fig. 5 Computation region and 
current distribution. 

Fig. 6 Input direc- 
tional spectra, 

where k is the index denoting the time of the input cur- 
rents given every 1 hour.  The input wave conditions at 
the offshore boundary are also indicated in the figure. 
The 30 unevenly-spaced frequency data ranging from 0.09 
to 0.571 Hz and the 37 evenly-spaced direction data from 
0 to 180° are used with a time increment of 5 min.  We 
focus our discussion on the wave characteristics at the 
grid point where water depth is 8 m deep and maximum cur- 
rent velocity is 1.4 m/s.  Fig. 6 is the contour plot of 
input directional spectra. 

Steady currents(S.C) 

Fig. 7 is the comparison 
between the time variations 
of wave height computed by 
both the full ray model and 
the piecewise ray model. The 
figure contains time varia- 
tions of a current component 
V and wave height at the off- 
shore boundary H-]<0^3 .  This 
wave height is different 
from the input wave height 
given in the directional 
spectral model, Eqs. (11) to 
(13), defined on the entire 
circle( 8  =0 - 360°), because 
the computation is conducted 
on the half circle( 6 =0 - 
180°). Both models are in 
close agreement except for a 
slight difference during the phase of opposing currents. 
The figure also shows that time-dependency of currents 
brings about a phase shift between the time variations of 
wave height and currents, and reduction in the amplifica- 
tion effect of wave height due to opposing currents in 
comparison with the steady current case. 

Fig. 7 Time-variation of 
wave heights with 
unsteady one-dimen- 
nal currents. 
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Fig. 8 Time variations of directional spectra 
with unsteady one-dimensional currents. 

Fig. 8 describes the variations every 3 hours of the 
directional spectra at the before-mentioned point com- 
puted by both models.  Shrinking and expanding of the 
distribution of directional spectra associated with tem- 
poral variation of currents are observed in the figure. 
Comparison between the results with the piecewise ray 
model and those with the full ray model suggests that 
both models give similar distributions of directional 
spectra at each time, although the piecewise ray model 
predicts smoother distribution in the vicinity of cut-off 
direction and frequency by use of interpolation formulas 
in the computation of action spectrum. 

(2) Two-dimensional current case    _. 
Current-depth refraction 

of directional spectra in- 
duced by sinusoidally-vary- 
ing unsteady two-dimensional 
model currents with period 
of T=6 hours shown in Fig. 9 
was computed on a uniformly 
sloping beach of i=1/250 
divided into 17x10 with a 
grid spacing of 1 km.  This 
current pattern is a model- 
ing of tidal currents flow- 
ing in and out of a river 
mouth.  The 18 unevenly- 
spaced frequency data from 
0.09 to 0.351 Hz and the 37 
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computation. 
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Xkm 

Fig. 10 Spatial distribution 
of wave heights and 
directions with un- 
steady two-dimen- 
sional currents. 

Fig. 11 Time variation of 
wave heights with 
unsteady two-di- 
mensional currents. 

evenly-spaced direction data are used with a time incre- 
ment of 1.5 min.  Input wave conditions are given in the 
figure.  The computation making use of the symmetry of 
the solution was carried out to save computer processing 
time.  We concentrate our concern on the change of wave 
characteristics at the points A and B except for wave 
height distribution. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the horizontal distribution of 
wave height and wave direction at the phase of almost 
maximum opposing currents and the one at the phase of 
almost maximum following currents respectively, which are 
obtained by use of the piecewise ray model. At the phase 
of opposing currents, waves tend to converge toward the 
river mouth and wave height increases rapidly.  But the 
amplification ratio is not so large as that in the case 
of steady opposing currents, as seen in the one-dimen- 
sional currents case.  On the other hand, at the phase of 
following currents, waves tend to refract so as to be 
away from the river mouth and wave height reduces slowly 
compared to the opposing current case. 

Fig. 11 shows the time variations of currents and wave 
height at the points A and B computed with both models. 
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The wave height variation follows the current variation 
behind about 1 hour.  Due to energy leakage introduced 
through the repeated interpolation of action spectra,the 
piecewise ray model gives slightly smaller variation of 
wave height, when compared to the full ray model. 
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Fig. 12 Time variation of directional spectra with 
unsteady two-dimensional currents. 

The time variations  of directional spectra at the 
points A and B computed with both models are illustrated 
in Fig. 12.  Both models produce close agreement in 
general patterns of directional spectra, but the distri- 
bution with the piecewise ray model are slightly smooth- 
er than those with the full ray model as well as the 
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case of one-dimensional currents.  Convergence and diver- 
gence of the directional spectral distribution are alter- 
nately repeated with time-variation in direction and ve- 
locity of currents. 

The directional spectra at the point A has a symmet- 
rical distribution with respect to 0=90° axis.  Whereas 
at the point B of some distance from the center line of 
the region, component waves with directions of 90 to 180° 
receive stronger effect of currents than those with di- 
rections of 0 to 90° because of the current direction, 
and the resulting directional spectra at the phase of 
maximum opposing currents and those at the phase of 
maximum following currents have asymmetrical distribution 
relative to input wave direction.  But, at the phase of 
zero currents, directional spectra have quasi-symmetrical 
distribution and the effect of currents is not clear. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained in this study are summarized as 
follows; 
1) Two models for current-depth refraction of directional 

spectra due to time-varying currents and water depth 
are established,in which a piecewise ray method and a 
full ray method are used in numerical computation for 
propagation of directional spectra respectively. 

2) The results computed with the piecewise ray model in 
the cases of time-varying one-dimensional and two- 
dimensional currents are in relatively close agree- 
ment with those by the full ray model except for a 
slight difference associated with the repeated inter- 
polation of action spectra. 

3) Time-dependency of currents gives rise to a time lag 
between wave height and current variations, and re- 
duction in the amplification effect of directional 
spectrum due to opposing currents in comparison with 
steady current case. 
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